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A is a joint adventure company, belong to Fortune 500 listed B group. With good
reputation and advanced technology in power transmission and distribution field, A enjoyed
fast business increase in outdoor apparatus products market in past decades. However, as the
biggest and only customer for outdoor apparatus products, SGCC and CSG introduced bulk
tender policy trying to lower the purchase cost for outdoor products. The bulk tender policy
turn the outdoor products market from value based competition to price war. A is facing great
challenge even have to adjust their product strategy to cope with the worse market competition
situation.
Based on the statistical data from high voltage switchgear year book and bulk tender in
past few years, the article analysis the general competing situation of outdoor products market
by adopting 5 forces model initiated by Professor Michael Porter and forecast the market trend,
capacity in next few years. The dynamic competitive and competitive strategy theory are used
to simulate the reaction of different competitors, combined with the analysis of internal
strength as well as weakness, the article aims to find a feasible product strategy which could
improve the business performance and achieve profitable growth of A company.
The market evidence shows that the bulk tender market is already a price orientation
market and the trend would not change in short term. Meanwhile, the non-bulk tender market
become more stable after internal gaming between provincial PSB and local PSB, the overseas
market increase with double digit rate, both markets requires high quality and good reputation
products which is in line with the strength of A. Therefore, A should target on non-bulk tender
and overseas market and try to dominate the market by focus strategy and leading strategy
while restructure the value chain and rebuild effective distributing system.
In the beginning, the background of the article was demonstrated while the related
theories of competitive strategy were introduced, then the analysis of market capacity, trend
and competitiveness were conducted in second paragraph, the following paragraph focus on
the internal strength and weakness analysis, the product strategy and company target came out
in the last paragraph.
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